Sona BLW’s precision forged components provide the optimum combination of the functional requirements that modern high-performance drivelines place on component design and safety, while maximizing quality and minimizing cost (Courtesy: Sona BLW)
With advanced engineering at the core of its forging and gear divisions, Sona BLW is constantly tackling demands while developing and implementing solutions for its customers.
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S

ona BLW CEO Sunjay Kapur proudly says his father, the founding chairman, had gears in his blood.

And for a company whose offerings include the sale of 60 million gears and more across the globe, that statement might be the perfect way to describe the force behind the company’s worldwide success.

“Today, we make 147 types of gears,” Kapur said. “We build our own dies and tooling fixtures. And we’re very technology oriented.”

Products Sona offers include high-strength, ready-to-assemble bevel gears for automobile applications, differential assemblies for automobile axles with precision forged bevel gears and pinions, a wide range of driveline components for transmission and axle assembly applications, drive-line components for non-automobile applications, rotavator gears, and more.

“We have the capability to design gears,” Kapur said. “And this is something that we’ve developed over the years.”

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

Sona has eight manufacturing plants: four in India, three in Germany and one in Hungary. The company employs more than 2,700 people worldwide, and it has 100 engineers in R&D who have created 12 active patents.

Sona’s main product focus includes its differential bevel gears, differential assemblies and synchronizer rings, as well as speed gears with finish-forged and back-tapered dog toothing, reverse gears, and reverse-idler gears.

This extensive product range is supplemented by Hasteur-forgings, cold-extruded parts, steering knuckles, and sophisticated precision-forged parts for the truck industry.

The company’s precision forged components provide the optimum combination of the functional requirements that modern high-performance drivelines place on component design and safety, while maximizing quality and minimizing cost, according to Kapur.

“Our main goals consist of more than just the serial production of transmission components,” he said. “Component design and optimization with regard to function and costs are also essential for fulfilling our customers’ needs.”

WARM FORGED BEVEL GEARS

“Our mainstay product was warm forged bevel gears and we control 12 percent of the global market,” he said. “We supply to car manufacturers – from passenger cars, to commercial vehicles as well as off highway vehicles.”

With Sona’s technology, the company offers a combination of hot- and cold-forging processes that permit the manufacturing of high-strength components with complex functional elements that are ready-for-assembly. Sona develops these components while working closely with its customers, according to Kapur.
always been at the core of Sona BLW’s forging division, according to Kapur. The company’s engineering team is constantly tackling demands while developing and implementing solutions for its customers. And it does this while searching for new techniques implemented in the design and manufacture of complex, high-strength forgings.

Sona’s products have excellent strength properties, which are necessary in modern-day drivetrains, especially highly-stressed transmissions and axles.

As the company has diversified, Sona has been able to branch out in many directions beyond gears, according to Kapur.

“We’ve been able to forge a lot of products that are traditionally being cut,” he said. “Therefore, we’ve been able to move from being a pure bevel gear maker to a differential assembly company. We’ve also been able to develop a lighter differential by welding the differential as opposed to using bolts. So, we’ve done a lot of R&D in terms of end value.”

A FAMILY BUSINESS
With all the multi-faceted design, manufacturing, and development going on at Sona, it might be hard to believe that the whole enterprise is still very much a family business.

Before Kapur’s father, Dr. Surinder Kapur, passed away in 2015, the two of them ran the entire business together, but Sona’s journey actually began about 30 years ago.

“We started with a joint venture in the steering business,” Kapur said. “When Suzuki came to India, it created an opportunity to set up component businesses, which made way for the creation of joint ventures from a technology perspective. My father set up the business in 1987 and we started production in 1989.”

Dr. Surinder Kapur started this first joint venture with a steering company from Japan. It began life as Koyo Steering and is now called JTEKT.

“That’s how we started our automotive journey,” he said. “In the ‘90s, we were part of several other joint ventures, one of them being
Sona, what today is Sona BLW. BLW invented warm-forging technology for bevel gears in Germany and licensed a few companies. One of the companies they licensed in the 1960s was Mitsubishi, and we partnered with them in this technology.”

In 1995, the Sona Group and Mitsubishi Materials signed a joint venture agreement to set up a manufacturing unit in India to produce warm forged bevel gears and synchronizer rings. The Sona Group owned 75 percent of the company while Mitsubishi Materials owned 25 percent, according to Kapur.

In the early 2000s, Dr. Surinder Kapur decided he wanted to be the largest producer (by volume) of automotive bevel gears in India. In 2008, the Sona Group acquired the forging division of ThyssenKrupp (who had earlier acquired BLW) and became the largest manufacturer of forged gears by acquisition. In 2017, the Sona Group acquired the 25 percent share of Mitsubishi Materials.

THE FUTURE OF SONA

The production of electric vehicles is where Kapur sees the future of gearing and Sona.

“There will be a big push toward electrification, and we’re ready for that,” he said. “Just the fact that we already have a healthy supply to electric vehicles makes us future ready. And we’re going to continue to see newer products. Our acquisitions in the future will also be technology oriented, whether it be in the connected space or in the electric space.”

Kapur is proud that Sona products exist in electric vehicles, and he expects that trend to continue.

“As long as we continuously work on designs, we can continuously grow the business,” he said.
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